ZODIAC RESULTS FOR THE AUSPICIOUS MONTH Of KARTHIKA

November 16 - December 14, 2020

Effects and Impact of the Transitioning Planets for each “Birth Star”
RAASI(SUN SIGN)

MESHA RAASI
(ARIES)

BIRTH STAR

EFFECTS AND REMEDIES

When Chandra, the moon is in the Kendra house (The first, fourth,
seventh and tenth houses of any horoscope are called Kendra
houses) or if shani, Saturn or any negative planets, are in the 9th
house, 9th house, which is the bhagya sthana (Ninth house is the
Bharani — 1,2,3,4
Paadas
house of fortune. Also known as bhagya sthana in vedic astrology,
ninth house has influence over matters of religion, higher
Krithika — 1st paada
education, long distance travels, divination, philosophy and
mysticism), the efforts you put in attaining Sri Dhanalakshmi’s grace
will not be fruitful.
Ashwini —1,2.3.4
Paadas

To fulfill your wishes and achieve success, consume satvik vegetarian
food in the day and fast in the nights. Perform Sri Mahalakshmi homa to
attain Sri Dhanlakshmi yogam. Light lamps with 108 wicks on 1st day, 216
wicks on 2nd day, 324 wicks on 3rd day in Vippa oil (Vippa Ghee is butter
tree seed oil or oil with its buttery texture extracted from Mahua seeds
and or flowers). The benefits or merits accrued by lighting these lamps
with Vippa ghee oil, are indescribable. You will get amazing strength and
power.

Lighting lamps will prevent you from all negativities and you will
attain Sri Dhanalakshmi yogam with Sri Mahalakshmi’s grace
VRUSHABHA
Krithika — 2,3,4
RAASI (TAURUS) Paadas
Rohini — 1,2,3,4
Padaas

Take only satvik vegetarian food on Saturdays for one-year
consuming only fruits and milk. This year is highly favorable for you,
to keep the flow good for you, you need to control your anger and
mockery, it will be good for you. All the tasks you undertake this
year will move at a turtle pace. Be patient. Your earnings will be
high, but your expenditure is higher. To retain Sri Dhanlakshmi,
perform Sri Dhanlakshmi Devi homam in the evenings, during the

Mrigasira — 1,2
Paadas

MIDHUNA
RAASI (GEMINI)

Mrigasira — 3,4
paadas
Aarudra — 1,2,3,4
Paadas
Punarvasu — 1,2,3
Paadas

KARKAATAKA
Punarvasu — 4th
RAASI (CANCER) Paada
Pushyami — 1,2,3,4
Paadas
Aaslesha — 1,2,3,4
Paadas
SIMHA Makha
RAASI Makha -1, 2 ,3, 4 pa
(LEO)

Pubba — 1,2,3,4 Paadas
Uthara — 1st Paada

three days of Deepavali. Sri Dhanlakshmi gracing you with immense
wealth is purely based on your luck and past merits.
When the grahas of Budha, Mercury and Guru, Jupiter are in
Kendra, and if there is a dosha or an obstruction to the Lord of
Kendra, you will have long term illnesses. Chandra, moon which is a
subha graha, auspicious planets (auspicious planets are Guru,
shukra, budha, Chandra) should be facing the other subha grahas or
the they should in the 2nd house of the zodiacal chart, which is the
Dhana sthana (2nd house represents as the house of accumulated
wealth). When the grahas are in the Ascendent, only then the
native can get fruits of wealth.
Consume meals only during the day for the three days of Deepavali.
Perform Sri Dhanlakshmi Devi homas in the evenings for 3 days and
light lamps with 108 wicks on 1st day, 216 wicks on 2nd day, 324
wicks on 3rd day in Vippa oil. The power of the lamps will remove
darkness from your life. All your sufferings, doshas, obstructions,
hardships will be negated with the grace of Sri Dhanlakshmi Devi.
You will be bestowed with wealth and fortunes.
NO KUJA DOSHA FOR ALL STARS IN THIS RAASI
The natives of this zodiac shall perform Sri Lakshmi Devi homa to
attain the grace of Sri Dhanlakshmi for wealth. Light lamps with 108
wicks on 1st day, 216 wicks on 2nd day, 324 wicks on 3rd day in Vippa
oil.
The natives of Punarvasu, Pushyami, and Aslesha in this zodiac, may
experience immense auspiciousness their whole life, free and relief
from all sufferings. They may have wealth and prosperity in
abundance with the grace of Sri Mahalakshmi,
NO KUJA DOSHA FOR ALL STARS IN THIS RAASI
The natives of this zodiac shall perform Sri Lakshmi Devi homa to
attain the grace of Sri Dhanlakshmi for wealth. Light lamps with 108
wicks on 1st day, 216 wicks on 2nd day, 324 wicks on 3rd day in Vippa
oil. The natives of Makha, Pubba and Uthara in this zodiac, may
experience immense auspiciousness their whole life, free and relief
from all sufferings. They may have wealth and prosperity in
abundance with the grace of Sri Mahalakshmi

KANYA RAASI
(VIRGO)

Uthara — 2,3,4
Paadas
Hastha —1,2,3,4
Paadas
Chitta — 1,2 Paadas

THULA RAASI
(LIBRA)

Chitta — 3,4 Paadas
Swathi —1,2,3,4
paadas
Visakha — 1,2,3
Paadas

For natives of this raasi, to become wealthy, Budha graha, mercury
should be 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 9th house of the astrological chart or should
be in 11th house which is the labha (profit) sthana. All the above
houses should be facing the subha graha (auspicious planet) and
they should not have face any dosha, obstruction from the lord of
Kendra.
Natives of kanya raasi should fast for 3 days during Deepavali and
serve Sri Dhanlakshmi Devi and perform homas to Divine mother
Dhanlakshmi Devi. Light one lamp with 1 wick made with 108 wicks,
dipped and soaked in pure organic ghee on all 3 days of Deepavali,
to attain such strong graha yogam as mentioned above. The
incredible fruits attained are indescribable. Extreme suffering and
poverties will be reduced. It is never said that you will be a
billionaire overnight, however your mental distress and unrest will
reduce, and wealth will start to grow gradually. Your past merits
will determine wealth inflow this birth. Do not overthink or overly
exaggerate because of this statement. Your efforts will always pay.
Pray and light lamps with sincere devotion. Lighting lamps every
day, will negate all doshas. Perform pujas and fast. Devine blessings
and grace are very important. You should always be mindful of that.
1. Shukra graha, Venus in the ascendant position is strongly placed,
when all the subha grahas (auspicious planets) are facing the subha
grahas and should be seen by the ascendant at the same time, only
then the natives will have a healthy and bright life.
2. The glance of strong subha grahas should fall on Kuja graha, Mars
which is in the ascendant. Natives with this graha yoga will get a
good life partner and share a great life together. If not, their marital
life will face many challenges.
3. All the subha grahas should be seeing Shani graha, Saturn when
it is placed strongly in the ascendant or the subha grahas should be
in the 5th house of the astrological chart. Only with this yogam, the
wish of having children with virtuous conduct will be fulfilled for
natives of this raasi. If in case, the position of grahas is unfavorable
or opposing, even if their wish of having children is fulfilled, they go
through severe pain and distress.
First the graha stithi, planetary positioning, then having children, if

these are well attained and favorable, then your business will also
run peacefully and smoothly. How can one attain wealth when
there is no inner peace?
Fasting during the three nights of Deepavali, perform Sri
Dhanlakshmi homa adhering strictly to the Vedic rituals. Light
lamps with 108 wicks on 1st day, 216 wicks on 2nd day, 324 wicks on
3rd day in Vippa oil, many, many positive changes will take place
with Sri Lakshmi Devi’s grace and compassion.
VRUSCHIKA
RAASI
(SCORPION)

Visakha — 4 th
Paada
Anuradha — 1,2,34
Paadas
Jyeshta — 1,2,3,4
Paadas

DHANU RAASI
(SAGITTARIUS)

Mula — 1,2,3,4
Paadas
Purvashada —
1,2,3,4 Paadas

Guru graha, Jupiter should be strong in the Ascendant and all the
subha grahas should be facing the Ascendant. When this
phenomenon occurs, their wish to attain Sri Lakshmi’s grace will be
fulfilled for people of this raasi. If such a yogam is absent in this
raasi, they experience severe pressure and stress in the business,
employment during this lifetime.
All the subha grahas should be seeing Shukra, Venus which is strong
in the Ascendant. The subha grahas should be firm in the 7th house
of the chart. When such a position like above occurs, then their
family life will be very peaceful and smooth. If this graha yogam is
absent, they face many difficulties and only severe sadness and
teras will remain in their life. Regardless of how the planetary
position is for this raasi, take a vow to do vratam for the three days
of Deepavali definitely. Fasting through the day and taking only
fruits and milk in the night is recommended. Consuming alcohol at
home during this time will negate the benefit of the vow and
vratam which in turn will invite Jyeshta Lakshmi (older sister to Sri
Maha Lakshmi) barring Sri Mahalakshmi from entering your home.
Perform Sri Mahalakshmi Devi homa to bring in Sri Dhanlakshmi
and to attain Sri Lakshmi yogam. Light lamps with 108 wicks on 1st
day, 216 wicks on 2nd day, 324 wicks on 3rd day in Vippa oil, all
doshas from many previous lifetimes will be reduced. All your grief
will be removed, and happiness prevails.
When the Ascendant is free of any doshas and all the subha grahas
are firm in the 2nd and 12th houses of the chart, the natives of this
raasi will stay healthy and will have a long life. If not positioned
correctly, they will be experiencing constant health issues.
Performing Ayush homa, will increase longevity. Chanting Shiva
mantras and mrityunjaya healing mantras to prevent themselves
from getting chronically ill. In some contexts, because of the kuja

Utharashada —
1st Paada

MAKARA RAASI
(CAPRICORN)

Utharashada —
2,3,4 paadas
Sravana — 1,2,3,4
Paadas
Dhanishta —1,2
Paadas

graha dosha, marital life will face a few problems.
When the subha grahas are not in the 5th house of the chart, the
natives of this raasi will have to go through grief because of their
offspring. Perform Sri Lakshmi vratam and worship mother with
sincere devotion and restrictions for 3 days during Deepavali every
year. Fasting through the day and taking only fruits and milk in the
night is recommended, you will attain wealth with Sri
Mahalakshmi’s grace. For long life, blissful marriage and to negate
the doshas, light lamps with 108 wicks on 1st day, 216 wicks on 2nd
day, 324 wicks on 3rd day in Vippa oil.
1.Shani graha, Saturn should be strong in the Ascendant with the
subha grahas facing the Ascendant, the natives of this raasi will lead
a healthy and long life. Because Shani graha, Saturn is the doer,
significator of long life, hurdles and difficulties are significantly less
for natives of this raasi. And if Shani is weak, then natives are
extremely weak and powerless.
2.When the subha grahas (auspicious planets) are firm and stable in
the house of kendra trikona (Kendra Trikona yoga, is formed by a
combination of the Kendra and Trikona house lords or the strong
planets in certain positions in the native’s astrological chart. This
Kendra Trikona combination (Yoga) is formed if the lord of 9th
house (Trikona) is involved in a combination by mutual aspect or
placement with the lord of a Kendra house or its placement is in
the ascendant)or if the subha grahas are facing the strongly placed
Shani, Saturn, then natives of Makara raasi will be extremely
wealthy and very famous.
3. When a kendra yogam is formed, meaning no planets or benefic
planets in the house, then the natives of this raasi will be paupers.
4. When shukra graha, Venus is firm and strong in the Ascendant,
the subha grahas in the 5th house of the chart are facing this house,
then the children born to the natives of this raasi bring not only lot
of name and fame to them but also bring immense happiness and
comfort.
5. When there is dosha in the Chandra graha or when the papa
grahas (malefic grahas - Shani, Kuja, Rahu, Ketu and Sun) are facing
the moon, then their dreams of having virtuous children will not be
fulfilled and broken. For natives of this raasi, because of the 7.5

years Saturn period, they have to take a wow and perform the Sri
Mahalakshmi vratam. Fasting through the night and taking only
fruits and milk in the day is recommended for 3 days during
Deepavali. For good health and peace in the house, light lamps with
108 wicks on 1st day, 216 wicks on 2nd day, 324 wicks on 3rd day in
Vippa oil. Sri Mahalakshmi will grant wealth and prosperity.

KUMBHA RAASI
(AQUARIUS)

Dhanishta — 3,4
Paadas
Sathabhisha —
1,2,3,4 Paadas
Purvabhadra —
1,2,3 Paadas

It was already stated in the month of June 2020 this year that for
people with Dhanishtha, Shathabhisha, PurvAbhAdra nakshatras in
Kumbha rashi the month of September has been unfavorable, the
planetary positions continue to be so even during the months of
November and December.
When the Ascendant is Shani and is facing all the auspicious
planets, it gives them the power and strength of that favorable
Ascendant, and they will be blessed with good health and long life.
However, this is not the case for everyone for people in this raasi.
For the most part, many will experience illnesses, and also intensely
severe illnesses due to the constellation of the unfavorable planets.
The people in this raasi will experience weakness all their lives, and
will be in sorrow resulting from all the commotion within their
minds. They will be burdened with sorrow and unrest and
disturbance.
A strong Ascendant should be facing the auspicious planets and
they should be stable either in the center or in the triangular
corners of one’s astrological chart. Such a position would be great.
If it is so, then people in this raasi will have unlimited grace of
Lakshmi. If there is no flow in money, that would mean the
planetary positions are not in accordance. If the planets are in
disorder and irregular, then they will be struggling for money.
Whatever they get will not be enough and will not stay.
Dhanteras, Dhana Chaturdashi and Dhana Diwali are auspicious
and important dates to pray for Lakshmi’s grace. Dhana Lakshmi is
one of the forms of Ashta Lakshmi. Those who want the grace of Sri
Lakshmi should definitely do Lakshmi vratam on these days. They
should definitely fast on these 3 nights and do Sri Maha Lakshmi

Homa to reduce their anxieties, worries, slander, insults and
destroy the sins.

You should always pray on these 3 nights by lighting 108 lamps
with Vippa ghee oil on the first day and increasing it by 108 to 216
lamps on the 2nd day and 324 lamps on the third day.
. God's grace can only be obtained by first destroying the many
defects and sins. So, like this, worship Sri Lakshmi Devi with lamps,
and all your defects will be eliminated.

MEENA RAASI
(PISCES)

Purvabhadra — 4th
Paada
Utharabhadra —
1,2,3,4 Paadas
Revathi — 1,2,3,4
Paadas

We mentioned earlier in June that these planets will cause a lot of
mental and physical stress and they will continue to be so. You
should always perform Shiva Abhishekam and chant Shiva
Panchakshari every day. People in this raasi will always have
expenses beyond their earnings. If the planetary position is strong
and without any defects, it is also important that at the same time
these auspicious planets should be aligned and stable and facing
the Ascendant. It is only when you have this combination of yoga
that people of this Meena raasi will have good health. However,
these people overcome many of the intense severity of ill health,
and dangers to their existence or life many times, because of daiva
balam, divine grace, but their health will not be good.

In the case of one who has a non-defective Ascendant like Venus,
such a man or woman in this Meena raasi, will have a husband or
wife who will have a very sacred and pure life.
Kuja, Mars, is dhanApati, lord of wealth. All strong planets should
face this Kuja graham, planet or they should be positioned in
beneficial positions. Such a graha yogam or auspicious planetary
position is very rare. If it happens, people born with the following
stars such as UttarAbhAdrA, PurvAbhAdrA, Revati in Meena raasi,
they will become millionaires with the grace of Lakshmi Devi. If the
planetary position is in an inauspicious house or reversed, then
they will become paupers.

People in this raasi suffer with anxiety and worry with constant
headaches and some form of intense ill health because of a lack of
money or it’s instability. You will have a lot of mental disturbance
and will be agitated. If you are agitated in this way, you can
definitely practice the Sri DeepAvali dhanalakshmi vratam for 3
days by fasting and performing homa all the three days to have Sri
Lakshmi stay in your house. By doing so, you will have at least some
money to stay in your house. By doing this, your laziness and
lethargy and disturbance will decrease. Burning the lamps with
vippa butter oil will grant you these rewards. It is only this Sri
Lakshmi Homam and no other remedy that can give you the Sri
dhanalakshmi yogam. You are already aware of this.
Obtain Sri Dhanalakshmi’s grace on the occasion of this Deepavali
by serving Her.
This has been prescribed after consultation with the Vedic scholars
Harihi Om!
Always in your service
Manidweepa Mahasamsthanam International Headquarters
‘Sri Puram’ Penchalakona
Nellore Dist, Andhra Pradesh - 524414
INDIA

